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Abstract
It is a truism of NLG that good knowledge of the reader can improve the quality of generated texts, and many NLG
systems have been developed that exploit detailed user models when generating texts. Unfortunately, it is very difficult in practice to obtain detailed information about users. In this paper
we describe our experiences in acquiring and using limited user models for
NLG in four different systems, each of
which took a different approach to this
issue. One general conclusion is that it
is useful if imperfect user models are
understandable to users or domain experts, and indeed perhaps can be directly
edited by them; this agrees with recent thinking about user models in other
applications such as intelligent tutoring
systems (Kay, 2001).

1 Introduction
It has long been recognised that NLG systems
should in principle generate texts that are targeted
towards individual readers, and should use detailed models of the readers when doing so. The
content of generated texts should be tailored to the
reader’s tasks and existing knowledge; for example, a weather forecast for a pilot landing an airplane should focus on wind and visibility at the
destination airport, while a weather forecast for

a farmer planting crops at a farm next to the airport should focus on temperature and precipitation. The expression (microplanning) of a generated texts should be tailored to the user’s linguistic abilities and preferences; for example, a
smoking-cessation letter sent to someone with an
age 10 literacy level should use short sentences
and simple words, while a smoking-cessation letter sent to a doctor with excellent literacy could
use complex sentences and specialised medical
terminology. And the realisation (for example,
grammar) of a text could be tailored to a user’s
dialect, although this is perhaps more debatable.
In other words, people are very different, and texts
intended for individuals will be more effective if
they can be targeted towards that individual.
In accordance with this accepted wisdom, many
systems and models allow detailed user models to be specified. For example, plan-based
content determination (Appelt, 1985; Moore and
Paris, 1993) is based on detailed models of user
tasks and goals, and dialect or even ideolect grammars can be specified for realisation engines such
as SURGE (Elhadad and Robin, 1997) and KPML
(Bateman, 1997). Zukerman and Litman (2001)
review how user models have been used in a variety of NLG and NLU systems.
NLG

Unfortunately, we are not aware of any NLG
systems which actually use detailed user models
with non-trivial numbers of users, probably because of the difficulty of acquiring detailed user
models. Such models can of course be handcrafted for demonstration purposes for a single
user performing a single task, but we are not aware

of any successful systems based on detailed user
models which work for a non-trivial number of
real users.
The reality of NLG today is that any system with
a non-trivial number of users has imperfect information about its users. It may know something
about them, but its knowledge is far from complete. This raises an important question for NLG what is the best way to acquire and use limited and
imperfect information about users? Little has been
published about this topic in the NLG literature;
Zukerman and Litman’s (2001) review, for example, says little about this topic, other than suggesting that perhaps user models can be built up during
the course of a dialogue with the user.
We have struggled with this question in the
course of building several NLG systems – IDAS,
STOP, S UM T IME -M OUSAM, and GIRL – and used
a different approach in each of these systems. In
this paper we summarise the approaches we have
taken and how well they seemed to work. We certainly do not have any definitive answers, but we
hope our paper will at least clarify the issue. Also,
perhaps one general lesson from our work is that it
is helpful if imperfect user models are understandable to users or at least to domain experts. Under
some circumstances this could allow people to edit
and thus directly control their model; even if this
is not possible, users are likely to be more helpful
in the model acquisition process if they understand
how the model is going to be used.
These observations fit in with recent thinking
in the general user-modelling community. Fischer (2001) acknowledges that user modelling has
been less successful than originally hoped, and
suggests that in part this could be due to the difficulty of creating effective user models, and problems in dealing with models that are incorrect, incomplete, and/or out-of-date. Kay (2001) suggests
that user models should be scrutable (understandable and modifiable) to the user, because (among
other things) this allows users to understand what
the system is doing and to correct mistakes.
Note that while research has been done on planning under uncertainty, the focus of such work
is contexts where the uncertainty is well understood; for example, an object is in one of two locations (Collins and Pryor, 1995), or a diagnos-

tic test has a well-understood false positive and
false negative rate (Haddawy et al., 1995). Under
these conditions it is possible to produce plans that
are optimal under some cost or effectiveness criteria. However, in our experience the level of uncertainty in user models for NLG greatly exceeds
what can be handled by such approaches.

2

IDAS: User in Control

One approach to the imperfect user knowledge
problem is to generate a text using whatever user
knowledge is available (which may not be much),
and then allow the user to request additional information, clarifications, and so forth. This of course
is the approach used by human speakers in dialogues, and indeed by many computer dialogue
systems.
It was also used in IDAS (Reiter et al., 1995), an
NLG system developed in the early 1990s which
dynamically generated hypertext technical documentation from an AI knowledge base. IDAS had
a facility which allowed detailed user models to
be used during the generation process; but in fact
no detailed models of real users were created for
IDAS. Instead, users in experimental trials of IDAS
would use its hypertext links to obtain more information if they needed it (Levine and Mellish,
1995).
For example, consider the question of how
much detail should be in an instructional text on
how to change a flat tire on a bicycle. Should such
a text use high-level instructions such as remove
the front wheel, or should it use more detailed
instructions such as lift the front wheel’s quickrelease lever? The original IDAS vision was to
make this choice on the basis of a detailed user
model which stated which high-level actions the
user already knew how to perform, and which
needed to be broken down into substeps. However,
in practice it was not possible to acquire such detailed information about IDAS users. Instead, IDAS
produced a guess at an appropriate instruction sequence, often based on a coarse expert/novice distinction between users, and then allowed the user
to click on a text if he or she wanted more information. For example, IDAS might initially produce
the high-level text remove the front wheel, and the
user could expand this into substeps (such as lift

the front wheel’s quick-release lever) by clicking
on the original instruction.
Of course this strategy only makes sense if the
user understands what questions he can ask. This
requires both a good user interface and also an intuitive and easily understandable ‘question space’
(using IDAS’s terminology) of what questions the
system can answer.
Letting the user specify what he or she wants to
know is not always possible; for example, it is not
possible in a system which generates paper letters
such as STOP, and may not be realistic in a system
used by people with limited computer confidence
such as GIRL. It also may sometimes be risky, for
example if a user thought he knew how to remove
a wheel but in fact did not. But it certainly seems
to be an effective strategy in many situations, because users usually have excellent knowledge of
their own goals, tasks, and expertise, much better
than any computer system.

3 STOP: Ask User for Key Information
Another response to the difficulty of getting perfect user knowledge is to try to determine which
knowledge about the user is most important, and
then design a questionnaire or GUI to explicitly
acquire this knowledge. In such cases we may
need to impose a size or time-to-complete constraint on the questionnaire or GUI, based on what
we think is realistic for the target user group.
This approach was used in STOP (Reiter et
al., 2003), which generated personalised smokingcessation letters. We devised a 4-page multiplechoice questionnaire for smokers based on what
previous research suggested would be the most
important information for the letter-tailoring process. The STOP software then used this questionnaire (which was completed on paper, and scanned
into a database) as its primary information source
when generating tailored smoking-cessation letters; some information was also obtained from
the smoker’s medical record. The user questionnaire data only effected content decisions in STOP;
in principle it would have been desirable to also
take user information into account when making
microplanning and realisation (expression) decisions, but this was not done.
One problem we encountered was that in ret-

rospect the information elicited by the questionnaire was perhaps not the most important information needed by the tailoring process. For example, although we asked users about their smoking
habits, beliefs, and concerns, we did not directly
ask them what information they would like to see
in the generated letter (for example, medical information about the effects of smoking vs. practical how-to-stop advice); in hindsight we probably
should have asked for this information. But this is
not a flaw with the technique, it is a flaw in how
we applied it.
A perhaps more basic problem is that we
were limited to acquiring small amounts of wellstructured information. We could not acquire
a lot of information (since smokers would not
spend more than 10-15 minutes on a questionnaire), and we could not acquire unstructured information such as free-text explanations of interests and goals (since such texts could not be interpreted and understood by our software). For example, one key issue in smoking advice is why
previous attempts to quit have failed. Our questionnaire had seven check boxes for standard reasons such as stress or weight gain. It did not elicit
detailed information which turned out to be very
important to individual smokers, such as one person’s frustration with hypnosis techniques, and another’s promising attempt to quit being derailed by
stress caused by the death of a relative.
Also, the questionnaire approach of course only
works if the user understands and can answer the
questions. For example, detailed medical information about the smoker’s health, such as the condition of his lungs, would have been useful but
in general we could not expect smokers to have
this information. Another example is whether the
smoker is addicted to nicotine (again important information for selecting appropriate cessation advice). Many smokers have incorrect beliefs about
whether they are addicted, so instead of directly
asking this question, STOP inferred addiction status from a set of questions devised by Fagerström
and colleagues (Heatherton et al., 1991), such as
whether the smoker smoked within 30 minutes of
waking up.
In other words, in IDAS we believed that users
themselves had the best knowledge of relevant in-

formation such as their tasks and goals. In STOP,
however, we believed that users might not have
good self-knowledge of some important information, such as addiction status.
In summary, a questionnaire can work well if
we need a small amount of well-structured information, and we believe that users have (and will
provide) this information. Otherwise, we should
consider other approaches.

4 SumTime-Mousam: Domain Expert
Creates a Model
Another approach to creating user models that usefully approximate reality is to get a domain expert (or ‘knowledge engineer’) to build the model.
That is, the domain expert meets with users and
discusses their needs and constraints, and from
this develops a user model for a software system.
This approach was used in S UM T IME M OUSAM (Sripada et al., 2002), which generates
weather forecasts for offshore oil rigs; these are
essentially summaries of the output of a numerical
weather simulation, where the summarisation is
controlled by a model of what is important to
the user. Such forecasts are used by oil company
staff to make specific decisions, for example on
how to unload supply boats and when to schedule
diving operations. If we had perfect knowledge
about what decisions needed to be made and
what the constraints on these decisions were (for
example, what sea conditions were too rough for
the particular diving equipment currently at a rig),
then we could generate perfectly tailored forecasts
using plan-based techniques. Unfortunately, this
information is not available.
Instead, we included in S UM T IME -M OUSAM
some parameters which made sense to expert meteorologists (such as what changes in wind speed
were significant in different contexts), and let an
expert set the parameters appropriately for different users. The expert had previously discussed
with the end user what the user’s tasks and needs
were, and based the parameter settings on these
discussions and on his expertise. These parameters essentially constituted a ‘user model’ which
was intended to apply to an entire rig, and cover
all types of operations.
We have not yet evaluated the usefulness of the

generated forecasts with end users, so we do not
know how effective this strategy is. However, we
can make some observations. First of all, building
such models requires making a tradeoff between
the range of situations they cover and their effectiveness. A model which covered all possible decisions would insist that all data from the numerical simulation be communicated, and no data be
summarised; this would negate the usefulness of
textual summaries. On the other hand, a model
that was tailored just to the most typical decisions
would generate texts that were well suited to those
situations, but not to others.
For example, in general light winds (less than
15 knots) have minimal impact on rig operations,
so when the wind is light there is no need to report
(for instance) a small change in wind direction,
such as N to NNE. However, there are some unusual operations, such as flaring gas, when small
changes in wind direction are relevant even with
light winds. If we had perfect user knowledge we
would report such changes if and only if the user
was flaring gas or otherwise doing an operation for
which this information was important. However,
since we do not know what operations are planned
for a particular day, we have to choose between
either never reporting such changes (which somewhat improves forecast quality for most days by
eliminating unnecessary information), or always
reporting such changes (which greatly improves
forecast quality on those rare days when the information is important).
One solution to this problem would be to allow users to explicitly specify information about
their planned tasks and known constraints (such as
whether they planned to flare gas), via a software
package which was installed on the rigs. We have
not seriously investigated this because of the substantial cost of developing, installing, and maintaining such a system, plus the cost of training
users so that they entered the correct information
at the correct time. In other words, S UM T IME M OUSAM as it currently exists fits smoothly into
current operational procedures and does not require users to install new hardware or software or
change the way they work; this would not be true
of a system which required users to enter information about their tasks and constraints.

Another issue with S UM T IME -M OUSAM’s approach is that the parameters and model must be
understandable to the domain expert. The first
versions of S UM T IME -M OUSAM used fairly simple and hence understandable algorithms for data
analysis and text generation, but the most recent
version of the system uses more sophisticated algorithms which are less easy for someone who is
not a computer scientist to understand. Hence it is
harder for the domain expert to build models for
the most recent version of the system than for previous versions.
Finally, economics means that domain experts
cannot continually create new models, the models
they creates must be usable for a period of time.
This means that the usage of the texts must be
fairly stable.
In summary, asking domain experts to build
models that approximate how a group of users will
use texts can work if the texts are used in ways
that are predictable, limited, and stable; and if the
user model is understandable to the domain expert.
We expect this may be true in other NLG applications in addition to weather forecasts (financial
summaries?), and encourage other researchers to
consider this approach when it seems appropriate.

5 GIRL: Obtain Model by Testing Users
The final approach we have tried is building a
model of a user’s skills by testing his performance
on a set of tasks, using an independently developed assessment test.
We are using this approach in a new system,
GIRL (Williams, 2002), which generates reports
on how well a student has done in a computerbased literacy assessment. From a research perspective, GIRL’s focus is on making microplanning choices (aggregation, word choice, etc.) that
are appropriate for the recipient’s reading ability.
For example, an aggregation decision that leads to
a 30-word sentence is acceptable for a good reader
but not for a poor reader. This requires knowing how well the recipient can read, and GIRL obtains this information from the literacy assessment
which the student has completed. The assessment
was independently developed by NFER-Nelson as
a skill-based reading, writing and listening test for
adult literacy learners. The results give a hierar-

chical model of derived literacy skills, with results
of individual questions at the leaf nodes, results of
skills tests at the next level, overall reading, overall
writing and overall listening levels at the next and
the overall literacy level at the root of the tree. Part
of the experimental work in GIRL is determining
which information from this model is most useful in guiding expression choices. The ultimate
vision in GIRL is to create user models for readers which include this key information, and then
use the reader model to control microplanning and
perhaps also content and realisation choices in a
text-generation system.
We cannot say much about the success or failure of this approach yet, as GIRL is still being developed and has not yet been evaluated. But certainly it seems likely that we cannot expect to obtain a large amount of information using this strategy; like the STOP strategy of asking a user to
fill out a questionnaire, the strategy of testing the
user is feasible if a small amount of information is
needed, but not otherwise.
It is possible that in the long term, a lot of observational data about users will be available, which
perhaps can be analysed and ‘mined’ for user information (Fitzgibbon and Reiter, 2002). For example, if we knew what web pages a person had
read, we could probably make a plausible guess
about his or her literacy level. This is an interesting possibility which should be kept in mind for
the future, even if it is not realistic now.

6
6.1

Discussion
Understandability of User Models

One recurring theme in our work is that user models should be understandable to users or domain
experts. If we had perfect user models, users perhaps would not care how they worked; but since
we have imperfect user models, it is very helpful
if users can understand them, either to edit them or
to understand what the system is doing and how it
might fail.
Kay (2001, page 118) discusses giving users access to and control over models about themselves
in intelligent tutoring systems, and argues that this

Figure 1: Precipitation Intensity Options Box from S UM T IME -M OUSAM
is desirable because:
Users have a legal and ethical right to access
and control about themselves.
Users can assess the correctness of the model,
and repair mistakes.
Users who have access to their user models
will have a better idea of what the system is
doing.
Developers will be more accountable if models can be inspected by users, and will place
more importance on making models understandable.
Users may learn useful information about
themselves from their user models.
Although the last reason may be specific to tutoring systems, we believe that the first four rationales give by Kay for giving users control over
their models are likely to apply to NLG systems
that use user models as well.
Many commercial software packages allow
users to specify their preferences and needs via
an options box, and we have in fact done this to
a limited extent in S UM T IME -M OUSAM. A simple S UM T IME -M OUSAM options box is shown
in Figure 1; this box allows the domain expert
to specify how numerical precipitation figures (in
mm/hr) should be translated into linguistic descriptors such as heavy. This is user-dependent
because different readers interpret heavy in different ways (Reiter and Sripada, 2002). Among

other things, the interpretation depends on location; a precipitation amount that would be considered heavy in a dry environment such as the Middle East might not be considered heavy in a wet
environment such as Scotland.
Perhaps the key technical challenge to building
such options boxes or other model-editing facilities is making choices understandable to users and
domain experts. In particular we cannot expect
such people to have expertise in linguistics; this is
why the descriptors in Figure 1 are specified as actual adjectival phrases instead of as conceptual or
semantic representations. We also cannot expect
such people to have expertise in computer science;
this is an issue in some of the other S UM T IME M OUSAM options boxes, where the expert is expected to specify parameters that control a linear
segmentation algorithm (Sripada et al., 2002). Finally, if the options box is intended to be filled
out by users instead of domain experts, we should
not expect an unrealistic amount of domain knowledge. For example the options box in Figure 1
may not be understandable to end users, because
they may not understand precipitation expressed
as mm/hr.
In short, we need to be able to present user
model choices in an understandable way to people
who do not have expertise in linguistics or computer science; how best to do this is an important
topic for future research. This problem is likely
to become even more acute if we try to learn user
models from large amounts of observational data,
as many learning algorithms do not produce results which are easy for people to understand.

6.2

Knowledge Source: Users or Domain
(Communication) Experts

An important related issue is who supplies the information for a user model. In IDAS, STOP and
GIRL the users themselves supply the basic information (which the system may make inferences
from), but in S UM T IME -M OUSAM the information comes from a forecaster, that is a domain expert who knows the users. The forecaster is also
a domain communication expert (Kittredge et al.,
1991); that is, he is an expert in how to communicate information about the weather to users, as
well as an expert in meteorology itself.
The disadvantage of using a domain (communication) expert is that he is supplying information secondhand, he does not know the users as
well as the users know themselves. If we consider Figure 1, for example, presumably the users
themselves have a better idea of what heavy means
to them than the domain expert does. But on
the other hand, the advantage of using a domain
expert is that he will have more domain knowledge (for example, understand precipitation expressed as mm/hr), more understanding of how the
NLG system works and how it is controlled by the
user model, and also more domain communication
knowledge (for example, know how heavy was defined for other users). Because he understands the
domain, the user, and the system, the domain expert can be a good person to create a model that
‘bridges the gap’ between the user and the system,
and specifies to the system, in terms it can understand, what is important to the user and how best
to communicate with the user linguistically.
The other reason for acquiring user models from
domain experts in S UM T IME -M OUSAM was that
S UM T IME -M OUSAM weather forecasts are read
by many people in an oil rig, not just a single individual. Hence the user model needs to be an approximation to a group of people, not a detailed
description of a single person. In other words,
the user model should record how the recipients
on average interpret heavy, not how one individual interprets this word. In S UM T IME -M OUSAM
we believed that it might in fact be easiest for an
outside expert to create such a model, especially
if the expert had experience in doing this for other
user groups.

6.3

Cost of Mistakes

Another general issue that needs to be considered
is the impact of getting the user model wrong. For
example, what is the impact of careless mistakes
in STOP questionnaires, of users failing to give the
S UM T IME -M OUSAM domain expert complete information about all of their tasks and lexical interpretations, or of a GIRL subject doing poorly on a
test because she hadn’t had much sleep the previous night? Do such mistakes marginally decrease
the utility of generated texts, or do they make generated texts completely useless? NLG systems that
are not robust in the face of such mistakes may not
be useful in real-world applications.
This may be an especially serious problem for
systems such as STOP and GIRL which make inferences about the user based on the information
he or she explicitly specifies. For example, if a
smoker does not realise that STOP uses the ‘do you
smoke within 30 minutes of waking up’ question
to infer addiction level, and instead believes that
this question is unimportant, then he or she may
ignore it or respond very quickly without thinking
about the question.
This suggests that at minimum we need to
carefully design the user model acquisition tool
(STOP questionnaire, S UM T IME -M OUSAM option
boxes, GIRL literacy test) to minimise careless errors. It may also be sensible to check user models
for plausibility and consistency (as STOP in fact
does). Finally, this once again emphasises the desirability of users understanding what is in the user
model and how the system uses it.
A related issue is how to update and maintain
user models. People of course change over time,
and user models should change with them. We are
not aware of any previous research on how user
models for NLG systems should be updated to reflect changes in the user’s expertise or preferences.
Probably the simplest approach here is simply to
let users or domain experts directly edit and update a user model, which is possible in S UM T IME M OUSAM.

7

Conclusion

One of the great promises of NLG is that it
can tailor texts for individual users, but realising

this promise requires that we know a lot about
users, and in practice it can be difficult to obtain
detailed information about the expertise, background, tasks, goals, and so forth of individual
users. We have tried various approaches to acquiring information about users for NLG systems,
including letting users implicitly specify models
(IDAS), explicitly asking users to enter a model
(STOP), explicitly asking a domain expert to construct a model (S UM T IME -M OUSAM), and implicitly inferring a model from a standard assessment test (GIRL). None of these approaches seem
generally applicable, but all probably work better
if users can easily understand their models, so that
they can edit their model or at least better understand what the NLG system is doing.
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